Whois API LLC facilitates download of
archived historic whois database in
parsed or raw format.
Posted on September 29, 2012

Whois API LLC offers whois database downloads of major GTLDs like .com, .net, .org, .us,
.biz, .mobi and .edu. Both partial and complete historic data downloads are available.
Database dumps would be received in either MySQL format or as CSV files.
(EMAILWIRE.COM, September 29, 2012 )Los Angeles, CA -- Whois API LLC facilitates the
download of whois database in parsed and raw format as per the requirements of their clients.
This database is an exclusive online repository of information regarding the domain names. The
data is made publicly available to facilitate various purposes. The information is used for cyber
security analysis and fraud detection. Information regarding specific domain names can be
collected with the help of the reliable service providers.
There are numerous law enforcement agencies that utilize this information during investigations.
Even non-governmental agencies make use of this strategy often. Abusive users of the information
technology can be detected with the help of this. Businesses can combat fraudulent activities
against them by identifying the source of threat.
The comprehensive database comprises of detailed information regarding the domain registrant. It
offers the administrative contact and technical contact details of the specific domain. Whois API
LLC allows their clients to download information pertaining to the generic top-level domains like
.com, .net, .org, .us, .biz, .mobi and .edu. The users can download these as MySQL data dumps or
as CSV files. The information is used for statistical research analysis too.
The pricing would be dependent on the amount of information required. While many clients need
partial historic database download, many others require complete download. This data provider
offers yearly plan for those who are interested. This is an affordable solution as it allows four
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quarterly downloads of complete database. One hundred and twenty five million records can be
achieved in a single go. On request, daily updates of the complete databases are ensured.
Both ‘raw text only’ as well as ‘parsed and raw text’ downloads of whois database are available.
Individuals utilize this data to identify the expiration dates of the domain names. This can help the
brand agents to protect their intellectual property rights. They can detect the probability of
trademark infringements and avoid them before enforcement costs are levied. It is easy for the
domain investors to utilize this information to identify investment opportunities. The businesses
can find suitable partnership opportunities and find prospective buyers.
The clients have the opportunity to download cctld domain names list and cctld whois database for
.co.uk. 24/7 customer support is offered by whois API LLC to their clients. To know about the
range of customized solutions it is advisable to visit http://www.whoisxmlapi.com/whois-databasedownload.php. Sample of the whois records can be downloaded for free.

About Whois API LLC
Whois API LLC provide historic whois database for various major GTLDs like .com, .net, .org and
more. The database dumps are available in MYSQL format or as CSV files. Range of packages is
offered for both partial and complete database downloads.
Contact Information:
Whois API LLC
Tel: (858) 683-3751
support@whoisxmlapi.com
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